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Alexey
  The ridiculous number of Ducks

I just want some sleep

     But there are many ducks here

  They quack way too much

Sometimes it never goes your way

    I just don’t know how

  It went downhill very fast

  Things don’t go my way

      Now I’m stuck with an old van

 That was so old, it blew up



Aodh

         MOO!

The cow was so loud

It farted right in my 
face

God, I hate that cow!

The disrespectful cat

That cat is so rude
She should be kept in a zoo
She has no manners
She always poos in my shoe 
She is very grumpy too 

  I’ll be 100 tomorrow
There once was a very old man

Who ran all the way to Japan

 He was very old

 But still mighty and bold 

  He sure was a man with a plan   

The Chicken

The bird has no 
brain

It is a headless 
chicken

It’s creeping me 
out



Clara :)                                     Clara’s  Lovely Poems :)   

           

Haiku                                                                                                                                 Tanka 

My piglet Wants to play                                                                                                Winter feels longer   

Jim The Piglet said, When the days get much colder

I want’ to go out and play, What’s that in the grass

In the sun Oink Oink. It looks like a daffodil

At long last spring is coming!!!

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Hello Clara :)   

Cool



Ciara’s  Haiku and Tanka poems

Autumn is coming. 
All of the leaves are falling.
Time to get a rake.

I was in the park.
Going on a nice peaceful 
walk.
Then I saw a dog.
He started running to me.
Then he bit me on the leg.

   Haiku                                                                           Tanka                                                           



Beth

There once was a 

witch

She lived in a dirty 

ditch

She had two black 

cats

And two dozen dirty 

rats 

Explaining her nervous 

twitch 

 

The woods are 

spooky 

there are many 

animals 

I won't go in 

there   



Daniel

The Birthday Gift

I  bought you a gift

I lost it on the way home

It's the thought that counts

The Duck in the Park

A duck in the sea

One more duck in the ocean

A duck in the pond

The pond in the popular park

That is the great Marlay park

Haiku Tanka



           Haiku                                                 Tanka

The balloon.

I had a balloon.

I through it over the moon.

Then It fell back down. 

The hole on the tree 

I am in the woods.

I see a tree. 

It has a hole and inside I see.

A little panda scared and frightened.

When it saw I had snacks its face brightened!

Emma



Eric’s Poems

I ate a hot dog
Then i dropped it in a bog
Why so mean hot dog

I woke at midnight
It was due to a big fright
I made a big pie
Then i went to fly my kite
In the middle of the Night

Haikou Tanka



Filip

TankaHaiku
There was a big snake.
She enjoyed to slither.
Then I was her dinner.

I fell on the floor.
My knees got some big scratches.
Hoped there was no blood.
I got up and it was bleeding!
I went to get some plasters.



Evan EvanHaiku

Tanka

Deep green are our lands
Deep breath of dirt fills the 
lungs. Taking my shoes off

 Mountains foggy in the morning
Trees are coming to life.
New buds are peeking through the dirt
Scattering of snow biting at the growth
Birds are singing and suddenly it’s spring



Isabella

Haiku

Ivy

Climbing up the trees

It’s flowers always late to bloom

Helping out the bees

But it can be evil too

Brittling the walls of homes

Water

Flowing down the stream

Never stopping on its way

Called by the river

Tanka



Finn
Sumo Wrestling                                                 
Japanese people

Enjoy sumo wrestling

More often than not.

Elephants
I like elephants.
The biggest land animals
With huge ears and nose,
Relatives of the sea cow
Elephants are wonderful!

(sea cows are 
dugongs and 
manatees, 
elephants closest 
relatives).



Jack

Haiku                                                                                               

                                                                                     

I tried liking fish 

It was going very well

Then the fish bit me 

Tanka 

Bang coming from the roof 
A bird knocked off a few slates 



Jonathan (Haiku  5-7-5)

 To now end this poem,

I need one more magic line:

Abracadabra.



  Casey           HAPPY  :)                                                                   

Sad  :(

I am so happy, 
the sun is shining brightly 
now we can go out and play

I am so sad now
the rain is here it's so wet
I want to go out and play  

Haiku Tanka 



Haiku: The Sea

The sea, the ocean, 
I like the salty sea air,
Waves crashing on rocks.

Tanka: The Seal

The seal in the sea
Appealed to my apple peel
I give him a slice
He liked the apples too much
He ate all my apples up.

Japanese Poetry

By Maya



Max

My dog is burping

And he cannot stop 
burping

Now he burped on 
me.

Haiku



Millie

Haiku

I just don’t like cats                                                                                 
They really give me the creeps                                                              
Since they took my dog!

Tanka

My rat fell in love
But what I don’t understand 
Is how he fell for
A cheddar cheese loving mouse
The mouse broke his heart



Milos

                 Tom has lots of beans 

             Yesterday he got new jeans

                  But prefers his beans  

                        There was a nice bear

                  Who always liked to be scared

                        He also played drums

                Which always made him bump it

                 But now he learned the trumpet

            

               

              Haiku

          Tanka

      Sometimes a cow comes
       But not often to our lawn
             Routinely Costa

  Haiku

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CuvyrCQ16Q&t=5


nicolas

     POW COW

There was a pow cow .

Who did not know how to 
pow.

No matter how he tried.  



Sam

I was hungry

I was so desperate

Just not for this

Onions and pears
Haiku

🍐 🧅 🤮

I tried to make pizza

But I wanted it in a cake

What was the recipe?

I put in what I could find

That’s when my house exploded

Pizza Cake
Tanka

��
 

��



Salman Tanka Poem

I ran alone
I opened a door
Millions of rats ran out
Scared of the noise
I hid behind a bush



Zach
Haiku

Spring is coming now.

The light gets brighter everyday.

I start to wear shorts.

Tanka

Buy me a coffee

I really want one right now

It wakes me up

I jump in the cold blue sea

I swim around in circles



Zak                                     HAIKU
The summer river:
although there is a bridge, my horse
goes through the water.

  Night; and once again,
the while I wait for you, cold wind
turns into rain.



Summer
Bright Summer 

morning
Deer and bees in the 

meadows
A wonder ul day

Odd cat
I have an odd cat

She will sit outside my 
porch 

Meowing at dogs
That walk past our small 

cottage
For hours, how very odd!

Poems
Zoë Moore
11/2/21


